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How We Define 
Innovation

An innovation is the implementation of a new or 
significantly improved product (good or service), process, 
market, or a organizational method in practice.  

Innovation is discovering new ways of creating value. 

Municipal innovations may come from:
i) new, leading edge technologies, processes or ideas, 
ii) new applications of existing technologies, processes or ideas or, 
iii) established and proven  technologies, processes or ideas that are 
not widely known or used in the municipal space.
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The right light
transforms municipalities

Urban illumination can help 
municipalities create unique 
visual experiences that are 
welcoming, fun, and inspiring to 
both residents and visitors, 
reflecting the rhythms of the 
municipality.

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



We take light
beyond illumination

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services

More than any other municipality 
service, public lighting bridges the 
emotional and technical realm

• We create new value and connected experiences 
through the world’s best quality light. 

• By understanding your needs and desires, we 
deliver superior and measurable benefits that are 

meaningful to you.



BMS system

The right light
at the right space and time

Empowering you: take control and be more efficient 
with connected lighting systems

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



BMS system

We believe in 
engaging municipality experiences

Authenticity
What makes an Authentic Municipality experience?
• Locally relevant
• Understanding peoples needs
• Creating a sense of pride & identity

Inclusion
What makes an Inclusive Municipality experience?
• Making people feel comfortable
• Welcoming environments
• Easily understandable

Resilience
What makes a Resilient Municipality Experience?
• Future proof solutions
• Sustainable and updatable
• Scalable and manageable

Municipality 
Experience

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



Street lighting1

All city assets in one dashboard6

Waste2

1 2
3 4

Geospatial
information

5

Traffic lights3

5

4 Citizen complaints

Exploring new value by
leveraging existing ubiquitous infrastructure
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A collaborative, human-centric
and multi-disciplinary approach

Co-creation brings the right people together to build a shared vision 

and tap into our collective insights, knowledge and expertise.

• Diverse in background and aligned in purpose, together, we deliver 

more useful, usable, and desirable solutions by discovering 

stakeholders’ needs and helping them to achieve their goals.

• We involve experts in understanding the deep needs of stakeholders 

and translating these into meaningful user experiences. 

• With our lighting expertise we provide state of the art knowledge on 

lighting design, technologies & trends

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



Scope the objectives & expectations
To create a plan for action

We recommend to arrange a scoping workshop to align on 
the objectives and expectations for the co-creation service

Understanding a complex 
situation

Co-creating experience 
concepts

Discover Define

Aligning on project 
expectations and objectives

Scoping 
WS

• Philips Lighting team prepares the workshop and shares inspirational material
• Determining the project scope by setting the project objectives & expectations

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



Discover what matters 
and co-create valuable experiences

Understanding a complex situation

Deep dive for insights, needs and wishes. Clarify the 
customer journeys. Identify pain points and 
opportunities

Co-creating experience concepts

Identify themes and define experience concepts

Discover Define

Clarifying the different customer journeys Visualizing meaningful customer experiences
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Empire State Building, New York

Brockville Railway Tunnel,
 ON

Jacques Cartier Bridge, Montreal

Port Authority, Halifax, NS

CN Tower

Welland, Ontario

Philips Lighting in Canada
Making public monuments interactive
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Willem II passage
Responsive design inspires pedestrians and cyclists

Project

The newly-built Willem II passage connects the center of Tilburg – a city in 
the southern part of the Netherlands – with the north of the town. We 
were approached to create a dynamic and responsive light experience for 
pedestrians.

Solution

Willem II now features a canvas of 30,000 RGB LEDs behind two glass 
brick walls. The content changes depending on the time of the day, the 
weather and the people passing through the passage.

Challenge

We wanted to avoid repetitive animations, creating an installation which 
was surprising and responsive to the people passing through. At the same 
time, it couldn’t distract from the tunnel’s functional purpose.

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



The architecture of the Willem II passage 
leaves a lasting impression that is designed 
to be intriguing both in 30 days and 30 years 
after completion. Familiar, self-evident and 
robust, innovative, rich and refined. The 
passage is built to last.” 
Leading architecture and design website Designboom
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Veghel
The shopping experience revitalized

Project

Veghel, in the southern Netherlands, was looking to enhance the 
experience of shoppers with connected dynamic lighting and sound. The 
town’s aim was to create an environment in which themes and events 
could be celebrated and people become more engaged.

Challenge

Retailers are under pressure and some shops are being forced to close. 
Could we create light experiences to revitalize the area and promote 
thriving business?

Solution

We made use of lighting and sound algorithms, as well as customized 
lighting hardware, to allow local retailers and town center managers to 
transform the appearance of the shopping zone through a dashboard.

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



Veghel must have a unique appeal and
act as a modern magnet for shoppers.”
Professor Cor Molenaar, Professor of Retail at Erasmus University, Rotterdam



Liverpool city center
How to bring history back to life

Project

We were asked to create a vision for revitalizing the old city center in 
Liverpool, England. The aim was to transform Williamson Square and 
Cavern Quarter, making them more attractive for people to visit and 
spend more time.

Challenge

The historic city area is overshadowed by a brand new shopping center 
built alongside it a few years ago. The character and history of the old 
district is not well conserved and has been neglected over time.

Solution

In a co-creation process, together with key stakeholders, we defined a 
clear, inspiring vision for the old city center, based around dynamic, 
interactive lighting. Part of the deliverable was a proposal for refining and 
realizing this vision, or elements of it.

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



Our proposals to revitalize a 
historic part of downtown 
Liverpool revolved around 
dynamic, interactive lighting 
which would help to bring its 
true character to life.



Creating Continuous
   Smart City Innovations
A case study on how a continuous innovation process can be 
applied to transform a city into a smart city using Eindhoven as 
an exemplar case.
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The starting point
Ten ‘living labs’ in Eindhoven
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• Developing innovation roadmaps and processes 

• Create proof points

• Support writing bid documents

• Business case analyses

• Opportunity landscape for potential innovations

• Expert meeting 

• Blueprints 

• Dialog sessions 

• Way of working in smart city eco-system 

The role of Philips Lighting
A full comprehensive offer

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



• Desktop research – Numbers and figures, current activities, history, etc.

• Observations – Impression of the neighborhood 

• Interviews -  Detailed user insights 

• Visuals – Visualization for ideation & sharing 

• Online questionnaire (stakeholders) – Detailed user insights 

• Experience flows – Validated research assumptions 

• The value proposition Canvas (pains & gains) – Opportunities identified 

• BMC’s – Identification of potential business models (26 propositions)

• Use cases – Stakeholder validation (users, partners and clients)

• Business case – parking guidance app

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services

Cocreation process
Proof points



Eindhoven West
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Inhabitants: 5151
Size: 81 ha
Dwellings: 3169 (1/2 private, 1/2 rent)
Average income per household: €31.400/year

o Close to large Shopping center 
o Industrial area in the north
o Small shopping area 
o Elderly care center
o Built in the seventies 
o Seven bus stops
o Next to large public park
o Most roads available for cars 

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services

Eindhoven West
Characteristics



Description: Green, Boring, Active

Mobility
o Parking problems
o Shortcuts through the district

Safety
o Vandalized cars
o Car damages by children playing in the street 
o Park area is  avoided at night
o Unsafe feelings because of burglary
o Presence of a neighborhood watch

Leisure/Natural
o Actively used park, liked by the participants 
o Missing unpaid playgrounds for kids 
o No sense of community: little contact among neighbors
o No activities at night “almost nobody on the street at night”
o All needed facilities are available in the neighborhood 
o Community center organizes activities for children <10 years
o Nothing to do for kids above 10 years
o Elderly home close to shopping center 

Eindhoven West
Insights

Lighting
o Lighting is perceived as ‘okay’
o Small streets, sidewalks and unpaved paths are 

poorly lit
o Bad lighting in parks and green spaces

Innovation areas: 
o Prevention of crime and vandalism
o Perception of safety
o (Re)vitalization  
o Traffic safety (speed)
o Parking 
o Green spaces (make them functional at 

night) 
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• Public traffic on demand

• Adaptive traffic management

• Smart bike-lane

• Parking guidance app

• Easily accessible pick-up/delivery points

• Smart Parking

• Guiding solutions through information panels

• Smart Navigation

• Smart Traffic flow

• Securing exit routes

• Interactive lighting facades

• Access parking boxes
• Secured Parking
• Professional and private neighborhood prevention
• Smart lighting content
• Safe  cycling routes
• Social eye's
• Guided light on demand
• Digital neighborhood platform
• Adaptive traffic management
• Open lighting platform
• Eindhoven Sport App

We translated identifies pains / gains into innovation propositions, we explored 26 different ones 
and developed a high level business model canvas for each of them.

Business Model canvas
List of propositions



• Innovation process

• Research results for 10 living labs

• 26 smart city concepts generated and 7 use-cases defined  

• Actively participated in ‘Dialog sessions’ and ‘expert meetings’

• Philips consortium innovation roadmap with local stakeholders

• Alignment with technical teams

• Support Dialog discussions 

• Business case potential concept

• Blueprints and a roadmap

• Support in writing final bid document

Results from the project
Year-to-date



How to innovate in municipalities
in IOT and Smart City Era?

• Contact Philips Lighting cocreate services

• Engage in scoping opportunity spaces

• Support multi stakeholder Discovery

• Cocreate a plan & roadmap for innovation



Jose dos Santos
Head of design | Americas

Jose.dos.santos@lighting.com  | (1)312-288-1360



David LeSueur Brockville, 
ON
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[Use this template for your presentation] 

Brockville Tunnel 
Restoration



@ Canada’s 1st Railway Tunnel

@ Started in 1854 ..Finished 1860

@ Serviced Industry and shipping

@ .5 km long



� Last Train in 1969

� First Study 1974

� Purchased from CP 1983



















@ 25,000 1st weekend

@ Over 50,000 visits

@ #1 on TripAdvisor in 3 weeks

@ 5 Star ratings on FaceBook

@ Donation Boxes avg. $800/wk.

@ Community Pride very high



This is what 
they saw 
…complete 
with music







From 
Weddings and 
special events 

to Queen’s 
Geology and 
Civil students

Something for 
everyone





Phase ll



What’s in your Community?

• What is your unique feature.

• Timing

• Make it a Destination 

• Community Support





Ricardo Alvarez 
MIT Lab
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Ricardo Alvarez  | Senseable City Lab | MIT

BEYOND LIGHTS
Creating a Next-Generation Hybrid Public Infrastructure



Physical Cities (20th Century) Digital Cities (21st Century)

EVOLUTION OF CITIES



Let’s talk about street lights…



Cordoba s. X London s. XV Pall Mall Arc LampWhale oil Today



Credit: Data courtesy Marc Imhoff of NASA GSFC and Christopher Elvidge of 
NOAA NGDC. Image by Craig Mayhew and Robert Simmon, NASA GSFC.







Source: The Climate Group
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image source: https://nanogrid.wordpress.com











~ 26 million

~ 305 million







Beijing Boston Cairo Kolkata London

Moscow NYC Phoenix Rio de Janeiro Tokyo













• Multi-band wireless radio
• Image sensors x 2
• Microphone
• GPS
• Gyroscope
• Accelerometer
• Magnetometer
• Touch screen
• Fingerprint sensor
• Photometer
• IR sensor



Number of apps in apple app store

Source: Apple / Statista



Sensor 
Architectures 

LED Present and 
Future Adoption

Streetlights 
Non-transferable 
Characteristics

Business and 
Governance 

Models

Budgetary 
Conditions

Socio/Political
Context

Smart Light Solutions 
Companies City Hall

Data
Ownership
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Utilizing streetlight infrastructure to improve 
parking space utilization.

Example 1:





PROBLEM STATEMENT



ECONOMIC SCALE



PARKING COVERAGE



CV FOR ELEMENTS DETECTION & MEASUREMENT



TEMPORAL AGGREGATION



AGGREGATION & OPTIMIZATION



PARKING MANAGEMENT



GENERAL 
ARCHITECTURE



Utilizing streetlight infrastructure to create 
intelligent traffic intersections.

Example 2:





Air Q. 
SensorsCamerasThermal 

Imaging



PROBLEM STATEMENT



GENERAL 
ARCHITECTURE





SENSORS DEPLOYMENT







ELEMENTS COUNT



ELEMENTS COUNT



DATA ANALYSIS





OPTIMIZING THE INTERSECTION



OPTIMIZING THE INTERSECTION



APPLICATION FROM DATA

Intelligent actuation traffic cycles Optimization planning and synchronization



Conclusion



WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

Explores the 
transformational 

process of a 
critical urban 
infrastructure

Showcases 
possibilities for 
new services, 

experiences and 
planning

Exemplifies how to 
frame multifunctional 

design for future 
informational 

infrastructures

1
.

2
.

3.



Thank you
Ricardo Alvarez

PhD Candidate/ Researcher
Senseable City Lab

jraf@mit.edu



Wrap Up 
& Lessons Learned

✓ Community building Is Journey. Transparency and 
Collaboration are critical

✓ Need to apply societal-need-driven model to deliver 
value-based services

✓ Co-creation approach can be applied to any size of 
communities

✓ Strategic Public-private collaboration with innovators will 
accelerate



Resources

Video Case Study

Web

Youtube

http://www.lighting.philips.ca/cases/cases/tunnel/brockville-rail-tunnel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rgYZRlB-ME


Continuous innovation and R&D

L

Our sales offices

Manufacturing

L Lighting Concept Center

Local Agents

Dedicated lighting experts

Lighting, system and services portfolio

2 plants - local R&D, Employees

Network of local agents & distributors 

Philips Lighting Canada
Proudly serving Canada for more than 50 years
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Philips Lighting: the global leader

#1 in connected 
lighting systems and services

#1 in LED
59% of lighting sales 
are LED  (Q4 2016)

C$10.6
billion in sales 
in 2016

34,250
people employed 
worldwide in 60 countries

14,000
Patents, 10% licensed 
to 600 licensee

LuminairesLight sources Systems and services

Philips Lighting: the global leader
130 years of rich innovation history

Philips Lighting Co-Creation Services



Nishit Shah 
Philips Lighting
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Director Public Segment and Smart City
nishit.shah@philips.com



Municipalities own  > 60% of the Public Infrastructure

Connected Streets & Citizens Interactive Sports & Arenas

Smart Buildings Attractive Parks &  Outdoor

Safer Tunnels, UnderpassDowntown Revitalization

Vibrant Communities

 Identifies real-time challenges through municipality-wide IoT enabled Infrastructure i.e. Public Lighting1

 Thriving municipalities focus on Connected Operation:

2 Aggregates data, predicts, breaks silos and facilitate better decision-making

3 Delivers better service to the citizens through Smart Apps and impacts their quality  of life

IoT – Internet of ThingsPhilips Lighting Co-Creation Services

The key for municipalities to manage the growth
Sustainable Communities and Exceptional Residential Services



Q & A



What’s Ahead?

Apply to become a member: 
fcm.ca/InnovationNetwork

1

2

3

4

Create your plan & share 
with others who may benefit.

Connect to get your own 
workshop to scope your 
unique needs.

Join the conversation at 
#FCMInnovation



Inspire, learn and connect… At 
Canada’s premier sustainability event!
• An unparalleled three-day conference, 

February 6 to 8 in Ottawa

• Must-attend workshops, study tours and plenary 
sessions that showcase the latest in municipal green 
innovation and best practices.

• Networking opportunities with hundreds of municipal 
leaders and sustainability professionals

• Register now and take advantage of the
early bird fees!

fcm.ca/scc



Thank you!

@FCM_online | #FCMinnovation


